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trapping, imaging and sorting of individual cells†
Michael Werner,a Fabrice Merenda,‡b Joachim Piguet,a Rene-Paul Salatheb and Horst Vogel*a
Received 2nd March 2011, Accepted 6th May 2011
DOI: 10.1039/c1lc20181fAnalysis of genetic and functional variability in populations of living cells requires experimental
techniques capable of monitoring cellular processes such as cell signaling of many single cells in parallel
while offering the possibility to sort interesting cell phenotypes for further investigations. Although
flow cytometry is able to sequentially probe and sort thousands of cells per second, dynamic processes
cannot be experimentally accessed on single cells due to the sub-second sampling time. Cellular
dynamics can be measured by image cytometry of surface-immobilized cells, however, cell sorting is
complicated under these conditions due to cell attachment. We here developed a cytometric tool based
on refractive multiple optical tweezers combined with microfluidics and optical microscopy. We
demonstrate contact-free immobilization of more than 200 yeast cells into a high-density array of
optical traps in a microfluidic chip. The cell array could be moved to specific locations of the chip
enabling us to expose in a controlled manner the cells to reagents and to analyze the responses of
individual cells in a highly parallel format using fluorescence microscopy. We further established
a method to sort single cells within the microfluidic device using an additional steerable optical trap.
Ratiometric fluorescence imaging of intracellular pH of trapped yeast cells allowed us on the one hand
to measure the effect of the trapping laser on the cells’ viability and on the other hand to probe the
dynamic response of the cells upon glucose sensing.1 Introduction
The physiological properties of cells are typically investigated in
ensembles yielding averaged data that mask heterogeneities
present in any cell population.1–3 Although still at a very early
stage, single-cell analyses have provided intriguing results which
could not be obtained from averaged population properties
revealing biological importance of cell variability. For instance,
within a cell population expression levels of genes, concentra-
tions of intracellular components or intracellular response
patterns upon extracellular stimuli can vary strongly from cell to
cell.4–8 Cellular heterogeneity can be caused by genetic vari-
ability, asynchronous cell-cycle and different microenviron-
ments, or simply by the stochastic nature of molecular
processes.6,9–11 Investigating cellular variability, elucidating the
molecular principles governing a cell’s functional or, in the caseaLaboratory of Physical Chemistry of Polymers and Membranes, Ecole
Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland.
E-mail: horst.vogel@epfl.ch
bAdvanced Photonics Laboratory, Ecole Polytechnique Federale de
Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland
† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Movie1.mov:
multiple optical trapping of yeast cells in microfluidics (2
accelerated). Movie2.mov: lateral displacement of the cell array in the
microfluidic device (2 accelerated). See DOI: 10.1039/c1lc20181f
‡ Present address: Arcoptix S.A., Neucha^tel, Switzerland.
2432 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–2439of disease, dysfunctional characteristics are central objectives of
systems biology.12 This, however, requires experimental tech-
niques allowing to efficiently monitor cell-to-cell variability of
the response of a cell population to external stimuli and to sort
out interesting cell phenotypes for further investigation, e.g. gene
expression analysis. Fluorescence-activated-cell-sorting (FACS)
is a widely used technique enabling combined screening and
sorting of single cells at rates as high as 50.000 s1.13,14 Even
though FACS is a mature technique advanced during 40 years of
continuous development, its inherent limitations like require-
ment of large sample size (> 105 cells) and high costs have led in
recent years to the development of microfluidic cell sorters
(mFACS).15–17 However, a bottleneck of classical and miniatur-
ized flow-cytometric sorters is their restriction to single-point
measurements lacking ability to resolve the dynamic responses of
single cells over time.18 To follow dynamic processes in single
cells, they have to be kept in a fixed position for minutes, hours or
even days. Fluorescence-based image cytometry19 of cells ran-
domely distributed on microscope slides or densely packed in
microfabricated array cytometers20–22 provide such measure-
ments. Several strategies were also developed to isolate single
cells of interest using micromanipulators22–24 or laser-capture
microdissection.25,26 However, apart from the fact that cell
attachment is often irreversible, those methods are slow and
difficult to apply to non-adherent cells.27 For these reasons, new
methods for cell patterning and cell manipulation have recentlyThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 1 Schematic description of (A) the optical setup, (B) the micro-
fluidic chip, and (C) the fluidic circuit.
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View Onlinebeen introduced using hydrodynamic trapping,28 or magnetic,29
acoustic,30 dielectrophoretic18,31–33 and optical tweezers.34 These
methods are suited for adherent as well as non-adherent cells,
and can be combined with other techniques like fluorescence
microscopy or spectroscopy. Moreover, their integration into
microfluidic systems provides fast and controlled transport of
specimen and reagents yielding highly versatile array cytometers.
A disadvantage of hydrodynamic trapping, though, is that
cells can irreversibly attach to the trapping sites rendering cell
sorting difficult.27 Magnetic and acoustic trapping can success-
fully pattern cells into large arrays, yet they still lack the ability to
precisely manipulate single cells. Several instruments based on
dielectrophoretic trapping proved to be able to monitor single-
cell dynamics in parallel and to sort cells of interest, however,
drawbacks are low cell survival rates35 and expensive instru-
mentation. Starting from the seminal work of Ashkin et al.,36
optical tweezers have shown their potential for trapping living
cells to form regular arrays and for precise manipulation of single
cells.34,37–41 Multiple optical trap arrays are usually created by
time-sharing of a single laser beam42 or by using computer-
generated diffraction patterns (‘‘holographic tweezers’’).43 Both
methods generate multiple, individually addressable traps, but
limited trap number and complex as well as expensive instru-
mentation still prevent optical tweezers from being used as
a standard cytometric tool.
Addressing these shortcomings we here report on the devel-
opment of a microfluidic array cytometer based on refractive
multiple optical tweezers generated by inexpensive micro-
lenses.44–46 We demonstrate the ability of such optical trap arrays
to immobilize more than 200 yeast cells in parallel. Single cells
immobilized in the array could be individually manipulated and
isolated. The experimental platform was easily combined with
fluorescence microscopy enabling us to demonstrate its applica-
bility for single-cell analysis by monitoring the dynamic response
of the intracellular pH of yeast cells following glucose exposure.2 Experimental
2.1 Experimental setup
2.1.1 Multiple optical tweezers and fluorescence microscopy.
Ascheme of the optical setup is depicted in Fig. 1A.AnYtterbium
fiber laser with linear polarization (PYL-10-1064-LP, IPG
Photonics) emitting up to 10 W cw at 1064 nm in a TEM00 mode
was used for optical trapping. Multiple optical traps were gener-
ated by means of an array of fused silica microlenses (ML) man-
ufactured by S€uss MicroOptics (Neucha^tel, Switzerland). The
microlenses (numerical aperture NA ¼ 0.07) were arranged in
a hexagonal array with a pitch of p¼ 250 mm. Laser light focused
by each microlens in the array created a multitude of beamlets,
which were subsequently re-collimated by a field lens (FL).
The whole bundle of collimated beamlets spatially overlapped at
the focal plane of the field lens, where the back aperture of the
microscope objective (MO, C-Apochromat 40 1.2 WCorr UV-
Vis-IR, Zeiss, Germany) should have been positioned. Due to the
technical challenges to implement custom optics into a standard
inverted microscope (Axiovert 200M, Zeiss, Germany), the
bundle of beamlets was formed outside the microscope and then
transfered to the microscope objective by a 4-f relay lens systemThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011(L1, L2). This offered the additional advantage that laser light for
fluorescence excitation could enter the microscope through the
same port. As each beamlet entered the microscope objective at
a different angle, the formed optical trapswere spatially separated
in a regular pattern according to the hexagonal microlens array.
The spacing of the traps in the objective focal plane was 10 mm.
An additional steerable optical trap was implemented. A
polarizing beamsplitter (PBS1) split the principal light beam into
two components with perpendicular polarizations. A rotatable l/
2-plate (WP) in front of the polarizing beamsplitter allowed to
adjust the power taken from the initial laser to form the second
beam. The latter beam passed a telescope (L3, L4) and merged
with the optical pathway of the microlens-generated beam
bundle through a second polarizing beamsplitter (PBS2). Lateral
displacement of the single optical trap in the sample was
controlled through a homebuilt galvanic mirror (GM), whose tilt
could be controlled in two dimensions in front of the second
polarizing beamsplitter. This mirror was positioned in an optical
plane conjugated to the microscope objective back aperture
ensuring that the quality of the trap would not degrade upon
displacement in the sample. By making the beam slightly diver-
gent at the back aperture of the microscope objective, the
steerable optical trap was focused a few microns above the focal
plane of the fixed trap array. This ensured that once a particle
was captured by the steerable optical trap it could be manipu-
lated freely without perturbation by the trap array. A laser
shutter (LS1) allowed to switch on/off the steerable optical trap,
independent from the optical trap array.
A He–Ne laser emitting at 532 nm (TECGL-30-532, GMP,
Switzerland) was available for fluorescence excitation. After
passing a laser shutter (LS2) the laser beam was expanded (L5,
L6), coupled into the optical path of the IR laser by means of
a dichroic mirror (DM1, Chroma, USA) and focused on the back
focal plane of the objective thus illuminating an area of the
sample corresponding to the objective’s field of view. InfraredLab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–2439 | 2433
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View Onlinetrapping and fluorescence excitation laser light was separated
from the emitted fluorescence light using a dielectric mirror
(DM2, Chroma, USA) and appropriate fluorescence filters (FF).
A CCD camera (Pixelfly, PCO, Germany or Andor Luca S,
Andor Technology, N. Ireland) was used for fluorescence and
brightfield imaging.
2.1.2 Microfluidic chip and system. The microfluidic chip was
fabricated using soft lithography methods.47 PDMS (Sylgard
184, Suter Swiss Composite Group, Switzerland) was cast on
a master mold (Stanford Microfluidics Foundry, USA) and
cured at 80 C for 12 h. The PDMS slab was peeled off the master
mold and holes (1 mm in diameter) were punched at the inlets
and outlets of the channels. The device was then sealed to a thin
microscope cover-glass (150 mm thick). To achieve a tight seal,
the contact surfaces of the PDMS and the cover-glass were
rendered hydrophilic prior to bonding using oxygen plasma. The
microfluidic chip used in all experiments (Fig. 1B) had two inlet
channels (100 mm wide) merging into the main channel being
500 mmwide. A smaller channel (100 mmwide) diverged from the
main channel. All channels were 50 mm high. The chip was
clamped on a joystick-controlled motorized scanning stage.
Apart from the chip the microfluidic setup (Fig. 1C) consisted
of syringes (Gastight 1705, Hamilton, USA), syringe pumps (SP
210iw, WPI, USA), tubings (FEP tubing 1526, Upchurch
Scientific, USA) and valves (Omnifit 1120, Bio-Chem Fluidics,
USA). The tubings were connected to the microfluidic chip by
directly plugging one end of the tubings into the inlet and outlet
holes of the device. Connections between tubings and valves were
done via appropriate adapters (flangeless nuts/ferrules,
Upchurch Scientific, USA). The chip was fed by two fluidic
circuits. One fluidic circuit addressed the channel where particles
were injected in the microfluidic chip; in the following it is
referred to as the cell channel. It consisted of one pump driving
a syringe connected to a 4-port valve that switched between the
fluidic circuit or a cell buffer containing reservoir. An injector
was interconnected in proximity to the chip inlet for injection of
defined volumes (0.1–10 mL) of suspended cells. The second
fluidic circuit, referred to as the reagent channel, addressed the
channel where particles were exposed to reagents. Here the pump
drove a syringe connected to a 4-port valve that switched
between the fluidic circuit and reagents containing reservoirs.
Flows from the cell channel and the reagent channel were merged
in the main channel to yield two adjacent laminar flows. The
third fluidic circuit, referred to as the sorting channel consisted of
a syringe pump directly connected to the sorting channel of the
microfluidic chip. The outlet of the main channel was connected
to an open waste reservoir.
2.1.3 User interface. For controlling laser shutters, syringe
pumps and the galvanic mirror a graphical user interface (GUI)
was developed using commercially available software (LabView
8.5, National Instruments, USA) and hardware (USB-6009,
National Instruments, USA). Using the GUI, feed rates of the
syringe pumps could be precisely controlled and modified on-
line. The position of the steerable beam in the field of view, given
by the tilt of the galvanometric mirror, could be controlled by
mouse clicks on the computer screen. The Pixelfly CCD camera
was controlled by the homewritten GUI, whereas the Andor2434 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–2439Luca S CCD camera was controlled by commercially available
software (SOLIS 4.7, Andor Technology, N. Ireland).
2.2 Chemicals and buffers
SNARF-4F 5-(and-6)-carboxylic acid, acetoxymethyl ester,
acetate was purchased from Molecular Probes, Amphotericin B
from Sigma-Aldrich. McIllvaine buffers of different pH values
were prepared by mixing appropriate volumes of 200 mM
Na2HPO4 and 100 mM citric acid. A loading buffer was prepared
by diluting an aliquot of a SNARF-4F stock solution (9.7 mM in
DMSO) in McIllvaine buffer (pH 4) to a final concentration of
20 mM.
2.3 Cell culture
Yeast S.cerevisiae were grown on agar plates containing YPD
medium (Clontech, USA). A cell colony was picked, inoculated
in liquid YPD and grown overnight at 30 C. After 24 h a 1 mL
aliquot of the cell suspension was taken, centrifuged at 5000 rpm
for 5 min and the cell pellet was resuspended in buffer.
2.4 Measurement of intracellular pH dynamics of optically
trapped yeast cells
2.4.1 Fluorescence image acquisition and analysis. The optical
probes were excited at 532 nm with 3 mW. For each
measurement two images with an exposure time of 200 ms were
acquired using fluorescence emission filters transmitting fluo-
rescence light in the range of 560–580 nm or 650–690 nm,
respectively. A custom-built slide integrated in the microscope
allowed to quickly switch between the fluorescence emission
filters so that both images were taken with a delay of 2 s. For
analysis images were background-substracted and ratiometric
analysis was performed using homewritten software and
ImageJ 1.43.
2.4.2 SNARF-4F loading of yeast cells. Yeast cells were
loaded with SNARF-4F according to the protocol developed by
Valli et al.48 Yeast cells were suspended in 250 mL of loading
buffer and incubated at 30 C for 15 min in a shaker. The cells
were collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 5 min, resus-
pended in McIllvaine buffer (pH 4) if not stated otherwise, and
then immediately analyzed.
2.4.3 In situ calibration of intracellular pH and measurement
of intracellular pH against extracellular pH. Yeast cells loaded
with SNARF-4F were split into 6 equal volumes and each
aliquot was washed by centrifugation. The cell pellets were then
resuspended in the same volume (250 mL) of fresh McIllvaine
buffer adjusted to distinct pH values (4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9,
respectively). For in situ calibration each cell suspension was
additionally mixed with 1.5 mL of an Amphotericin B stock
solution (5 mM in water), incubated for 1 h at 37 C while
shaking and then analyzed. For measuring the intracellular pH
against the extracellular pH the samples were immediately
analyzed.
A sample was analyzed by pipetting a drop of its content on
a microscope cover slide. After sedimentation of the cells fluo-
rescence images comprising 5 different regions of interest (ROI)This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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View Onlinewere taken. The fluorescence ratio of each ROI was determined
and an average fluorescence ratio was calculated for the sample.
For in situ calibration average fluorescence ratios of the
different samples were plotted versus the respective pH values
and results were fitted using Igor Pro 6.00 to obtain a calibration
curve.
2.4.4 Effect of trapping laser and glucose exposure on internal
pH.A 10 mL aliquot of cells loaded with SNARF-4F was injected
in the microfluidic circuit and trapped in the cell channel con-
taining McIllvaine buffer at pH 4. The array of trapped cells was
moved to the reagent channel by translating the microfluidic chip
using the scanning stage. To probe the effect of the trapping laser
on the internal pH the cells were simply exposed to McIllvaine
buffer at pH 4. To probe the effect of glucose on the internal pH
the cells were exposed to a solution of 10 mM glucose in McIll-
vaine buffer at pH 4. Fluorescence images were taken every 30 s.3 Results
3.1 Optical trapping and manipulation of yeast cells in
microfluidics
In order to trap suspended yeast cells, the optical tweezer array
was positioned in the cell channel (Fig. 1B) where the cells were
passing at typical flowrates of 10–100 mm/s. The z-position
(parallel to the optical axis) of the trap array was first roughly
adjusted to ensure that most of the cells arrived below the focal
plane of the optical traps. Then the z-position was fine-tuned
until the trapping efficiency was optimal. Most of the traps in the
array were usually filled in less than 1 min at appropriate particle
densities (Movie1.mov†). Optical trapping of more than 200
yeast cells in parallel could be achieved (Fig. 2). The whole array
of optically trapped cells could be moved within the microfluidic
chip by translating the chip using the motorized scanning stage
(Movie2.mov†).
Due to the Gaussian profile of the trapping laser impinging
onto the microlens array, not all optical traps had the same
power. Given a FWHMof 3 mm, an output power of 10W of the
trapping laser and the transmittance of 60% of the 40x micro-
scope objective at the trapping laser wavelength of 1064 nm, the
central tweezers disposed approximately 30 mW, while the
peripheral ones only disposed 15 mW.Fig. 2 Transmission micrograph of more than 200 optically trapped
yeast cells; scale bar: 30 mm.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011As the particles had to arrive in the focal plane to be trapped,
only a subset of the particles traversing the optical tweezer array
could usually be immobilized. To increase trapping efficiencies
the height of the microfluidic channel was adjusted to 50 mm.
Individual cells could be captured from the trap array and
manipulated using the steerable optical trap. This opened the
possibility to sort particles in the microfluidic chip for further
analysis or incubation. A minimum fraction of 1% of the output
power of the trapping laser was required for the steerable optical
trap to capture cells from the trap array as, under this condition,
the trapping force of the steerable trap substantially exceeded the
trapping force of any of the optical traps in the array.
Cell sorting was accomplished through an interplay between
the steerable trap and the syringe pump addressing the sorting
channel. The pump was set in withdrawal mode and usually shut
off when no cells were to be sorted. For sorting, the cell array was
moved close to the sorting channel using the scanning stage. To
avoid contamination of the sorting channel with cells that acci-
dentally escaped their optical traps, the cell array was placed
downstream to the sorting channel. Then a cell of interest was
captured from the trap array, moved upstream the main channel
to the entrance of the sorting channel, the steerable optical trap
was switched off while the syringe pump was switched on to
direct the particle into the channel (Fig. 3). The sorting procedure
took typically 20–30 s, determined by the maximum rate at which
the homebuilt galvanic mirror could be tilted, limiting the speed
of the steerable optical trap to  10 mm/s.3.2 Measurement of intracellular pH dynamics of optically
trapped yeast cells following glucose exposure
The experimental platform was developed to provide a novel
cytometric tool for parallelly screening the effects of chemical
stimuli on single cells. To test and characterize the platform’s
applicability in single-cell studies the glucose-induced intracel-
lular pH (pHi) response of energy-starved yeast cells was chosen
as a model system.
The intracellular pH is an important parameter of yeast phys-
iology regulating various processes like cell metabolism and cell
growth. Yeast pHi is mainly controlled by the cell membrane H
+-
ATPase, which during growth phase maintains the pHi between 6
and 7.5 while the growth medium usually changes to lower
extracellular pH (pHe) values.
48–50 Yeast cells deprived of energy
sources lack this ability to regulate their pHi irrespective of the
environment and therefore exhibit pHi values in dependance of
the external pH. Fig. 4 displays the relation between intracellular
and extracellular pH of glucose-deprived cells. The intracellular
pH can be measured using fluorescent probes such as SNARF-4F
which can be calibrated in situ and offer ratiometric read-out of its
fluorescence reducing artefacts. Two sets of experiments were
performed: First, the pHi of energy-starved yeast cells optically
trapped over prolonged time periods was measured. These
measurements serve as a blank for the glucose-sensing experi-
ments and represent direct measurements of the effect of the
trapping laser on yeast viability and vitality. The second set of
experiments are the actual glucose-sensing experiments.
3.2.1 In situ calibration. In this study, the fluorescence ratio of
SNARF-4F in Amphotericin-B treated yeast cells was measuredLab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–2439 | 2435
Fig. 3 (A-H) Sequence of transmission micrographs showing how two cells of interest (white arrows) are separated from an array of optically trapped
yeast cells and isolated in the sorting channel; scale bar: 30 mm.
Fig. 4 Relation between intracellular and extracellular pH of energy-
starved yeast cells.
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View Onlineversus known extracellular pH values. The antifungal drug
Amphotericin B was used to permeabilise the yeast cell plasma
membrane for protons.48 After incubation of the yeast cells with
Amphotericin B the intracellular pH adjusted to the extracellular
pH. Fluorescence ratios (570 nm/670 nm) were plotted against
extracellular pH values and the resulting calibration curve was
fitted by a 2nd order polynomal function (Fig. 5).Fig. 5 Calibration curve plotting experimentally obtained SNARF-4F
fluorescence ratios measured in Amphotericin B-treated yeast cells versus
known extracellular pH values. The curve was fitted by a 2nd order
polynomal function to experimental data.
2436 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–24393.2.2 Effect of optical trapping on intracellular pH.
Measurement of the pHi is considered to be a suitable method to
assess yeast viability and vitality, i.e. to distinguish between dead
and living cells, and between healthy and compromised cells,
respectively.51 Living cells are able to maintain a pHi value close
to pH 6, even in a low pH environment (Fig. 4). Dead cells,
however, are unable to pump protons against a proton gradient
and therefore will exhibit a pHi equal to pHe over the entire pH
range.52 The intracellular pH is also directly linked to a cell’s
vitality. A healthy cell will be able to maintain a high pHi in a low
pH environment, e.g. close to neutral pH, whereas a stressed cell
will exhibit a smaller pHi value.
51,53
When yeast cells were not exposed to the trapping laser their
pHi remained stable over 15 min as monitored in cells that were
sedimented in the reagent channel (data not shown).
The evolution of the pHi in optically trapped cells is summa-
rized in Fig. 6. About 50% of the cells in the trap array were
sufficiently labeled with SNARF-4F to be distinguished from the
background. Photobleaching of the dye could be minimized by
proper adjustment of laser power and exposure time, artifacts
based on remaining photobleaching could be eliminated by the
ratiometric read-out. Initial pH values between 6 and 7 showed
that all the cells under investigation were viable. Under trapping
conditions the cells’ vitality degraded through the influence of the
trapping laser indicated by the continuous drop of pHi seen in all
the cells. However, it should be noted that even after 15 min of
laser exposure the cells were still viable and capable of upholding
a proton gradient. Due to the Gaussian beam profile of the
trapping laser, cells in the center of the tweezer array were
exposed to higher stress levels than cells in the periphery.
Consequently, the intracellular pH of centrally trapped cells
decreased to values between 5.0 and 5.5, whereas the intracellular
pH of peripherally trapped cells only dropped to values between
5.5 and 6.0 (Fig. 6B).
3.2.3 Effect of glucose on intracellular pH. The dynamic
response of pHi of energy-starved yeast cells following glucose
exposure is a phenomenon that has been already investigated
elsewhere.54–57 In these studies a shift towards higher pHi valuesThis journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
Fig. 6 (A) Sequence of fluorescence micrographs showing the temporal decrease of intracellular pH of optically trapped yeast cells induced by the
trapping laser. Cells were glucose-deprived and trapped at pH 4. Intracellular pH was determined from the ratio of fluorescence intensities measured at
570 nm and 670 nm. (B) Temporal evolution of intracellular pH of 8 different cells from the array shown in A; (a–d) cells were trapped in the center of the
optical tweezers array; (e–h) cells were trapped in the periphery of the optical tweezers array.
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View Onlinewas observed when glucose at concentrations of 5–50 mM was
delivered to the cells. The characteristics of this dynamic
response depended on many factors like the type of yeast studied,
its growth history and environmental conditions.
Here, we could reproduce the glucose-induced pH increase in
optically trapped yeast cells (Fig. 7). Not all the cells reacted in
the same way. Some cells responded within the first 2 min, others
only after 3–4 min, some cells did not respond at all. Also did the
pHi response of individual cells differ in length and amplitude.
Note that the pHi of non-responding cells decreased according to
the results shown in section 3.2.2. A decrease of SNARF-4F
fluorescence was observed in one third of the labeled cells
following glucose exposure. This is probably due to the yeast
cells’ efflux pumps activated by the availability of an external
energy-source and actively expelling SNARF-4F molecules from
the intracellular domain.58 As a consequence of this effect,
analysis of the results was restricted to the cells that retained the
fluorophor. The dynamics of intracellular pH was also calculated
as an average for the subset of 44 cells that were sufficiently
labeled to be distinguished from the background (the total
number of trapped cells was 98). This averaged response pattern
outlines the results one would expect from ensembleFig. 7 (A) Sequence of fluorescence micrographs showing the temporal chang
mM glucose. Cells were glucose-deprived and trapped at pH 4. Intracellular p
570 nm and 670 nm. (B) Temporal evolution of intracellular pH of 8 differen
glucose exposure. The bold, red line represents the average response of 44 ce
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011measurements. It clearly shows that the transient rise of intra-
cellular pH in individual cells is not recognized properly, on the
one hand due to asynchronous behavior of responding cells, on
the other hand due to the subset of cells that did not respond to
glucose.4 Discussion
We have developed a microfluidic array cytometer based on
multiple optical traps generated by microlens arrays and
demonstrated stable three-dimensional optical trapping of more
than 200 living yeast cells in a microfluidic flow. Each of the
trapped cells could be imaged simultaneously. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the largest array of optically trapped yeast cells
reported in literature. Refractive multiple optical tweezers have
several advantages compared to diffractive methods like holo-
graphic tweezers and time-shared optical tweezers. First,
microlens arrays have a higher optical throughput46,59 and a high
damage threshold offering the possibility to use high-power
lasers for optical trapping. These are important requirements for
creating large arrays of optical traps of sufficient stiffness for
stable cell trapping and manipulation in microfluidics. Second,es of intracellular pH of optically trapped yeast cells upon exposure of 10
H was determined from the ratio of fluorescence intensities measured at
t cells from the array shown in A. The arrow indicates the timepoint of
lls.
Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–2439 | 2437
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View Onlinemicrolenses are low-cost and can be easily implemented into
standard optical instruments. Individual particles in the fixed
array can be manipulated by a steerable optical trap. The use of
such a steerable optical trap allowed us to pick single cells out of
their stable position in the trap array, to move them upstream
and isolate them in a separate channel. An advantage of
upstream sorting compared to usually employed downstream
sorting consists in prevention of contaminating the sorting
channel with untrapped particles. Following this procedure
a throughput of 2–3 cells per minute could be achieved. Due to
the low throughput, this sorting strategy will be hardly applicable
when a large fraction of the cell population under investigation
has to be sorted. Our sorting rate, however, is suited for appli-
cations where only a small subset of the cells are of interest. Note
that our present sorting rate is determined by technical limita-
tions of the employed galvanic mirror and is not an inherent
limitation of the method. If fast sorting is a requirement,
throughput might be increased using alternative approaches for
generating steerable optical traps.17,60
The applicability of the array cytometer for studying dynamic
responses in single cells was demonstrated in the present work by
fluorescence ratio imaging of intracellular pH of each individual
cell in the entire cell array. Monitoring the evolution of pHi of
optically trapped yeast cells in a low-pH environment was per-
formed to measure the influences of the trapping laser on yeast
viability. The results show that cells were stressed during 15 min
exposure to the trapping laser, however, due to the unequal
power distribution in the trap array, peripherally trapped cells
were less stressed than centrally trapped cells. The observed
relationship between applied laser power and accordingly
induced cell stress is in agreement with similar studies on laser-
trapped living cells.61,62 These results indicated that, for the
present experimental configuration, cell assays should not last
longer than 15–20 min to avoid experimental artefacts caused by
laser-induced cell stress and death. The fact that optically trap-
ped cells are continuously exposed to stress imposes an upper
limit for assay times defined by the applied laser power. Reducing
the optical power per trap results in potentially longer assay
times, but due to the then smaller trap stiffness greater care has to
be taken for cell manipulation, and usually smaller flow rates
have to be applied. Therefore, a tradeoff exists between assay
time, applied laser power and liquid handling of the cell array,
and these parameters have to be adjusted accordingly. Note that
the use of laser sources emitting at wavelengths shorter than 1064
nm may reduce cell stress and in turn allow longer assay times.63
Exposure of starved yeast cells to glucose was followed by
a transient rise of intracellular pH, which is in agreement with
previous studies. However, a precedent acidification, reported by
other groups,54,55,64 could not be identified probably due to its
fast kinetics. We have chosen this assay as it perfectly demon-
strates the benefits of using high-density cell arrays combined
with single cell analysis for the study of cellular dynamics. On the
one hand, measurements were restricted to the small subset of
cells that was sufficiently labeled and could retain the fluorophor
over the whole measurement time (typically 10–20% of the cells).
Since the cells were organized into a large and densely-packed
array, this subset still contained at least 10–20 cells that could be
sampled. Under these conditions, classical slide-based micros-
copy, where cells are randomely distributed in a loose manner2438 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2432–2439and imaged through a high-resolution microscope objective of
restricted field of view, often cannot sample enough cells to
generate statistically significant results. On the other hand, the
glucose-induced pHi response pattern is highly dynamic and
heterogeneous. Some cells responded almost immediately to the
extracellular stimulus, while others responded only after 3–4 min
or did not respond at all. Also did the response patterns differ in
length and amplitude. While flow-cytometric methods would
completely fail to resolve such differences of dynamics on
a single-cell level due to the sub-second sampling time, our
experimental platform allowed to sample the same cells over
several minutes.
5 Conclusion
Our microfluidic array cytometer is of general interest to study
variability of properties between individuals in an ensemble of
live cells. It offers a number of features which could not be
reached previously in functional studies of optically trapped
living cells.41,65,66 The multiple optical tweezers were capable to
easily trap and monitor as individuals hundreds of cells simul-
taneously which yet was not achieved by alternative multiple
optical trapping schemes. The implementation of an additional
steerable trap allowed us to capture individual cells from the
trapped array and to sort them within the microfluidic chip.
Experimental platforms allowing to identify rare phenotypes
with defined characteristics in a cell population and to subse-
quently isolate them for further analysis and/or cultivation are
valuable tools for many areas of cell biological research.3
Examples are clinical diagnostics, drug development or toxicity
screening. We therefore plan to extend the presented array
cytometer with additional on-chip functionalities allowing to
further investigate sorted cells, e.g. using protein microarrays67
or gene-expression analysis,68 and multiplexing the investigation
of single cells to the investigation of single vesicles derived from
individual cells on our microfluidic chip.69
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